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PNG Economy Going Backwards-World Bank and IMF
“Unfortunately, external independent views of PNG’s economy in 2018
are getting darker and darker. Despite the Governments promises of
an economic up-turn driven by APEC, the World Bank is now predicting
that there will be a severe recession in PNG’s economy in 2018. Indeed,
the latest World Bank forecast is for negative growth of 1.7% in 2018. The
International Monetary Fund is slightly more optimistic – it says the
economy will shrink by 1.1% in 2018. The government continues to try
and minimise the realities of its economic mismanagement as well as
the earthquake, but independent experts such as the World Bank, the
IMF and credit ratings agencies give a very different picture. Who do
you trust – the PNC government claiming growth of 1% in 2018, or the
World Bank and IMF saying growth of minus 1.7 and minus 1.1%?” asked
the Shadow Minister for Treasury & Finance Ian Ling-Stuckey.
“I am growing tired of being a messenger for independent agencies
views of the economy. I am extremely worried that the Treasurer
continues to push a “rosy” picture of the economy. My worry is that he
is not adjusting economic policies to deal adequately with PNG’s
economic crises. You need to truthfully acknowledge problems in order
to start the work of solving problems.The Treasurer needs to be honest
about the economy and not continually be in denial!
“PNG is going backwards under the PNC on key measures of economic
well-being such as Gross National Income per Capita. On this measure,
since the end of the boom of construction of the PNG LNG project (an
activity initiated under the National Alliance), GNI per capita has fallen
from K3,010 to K2,410 in 2017. This is an extraordinary reduction of 20 per
cent or one-fifth from 2014 to 2017. Now, on top of these declines, the
World Bank and IMF are predicting a recession in 2018. No wonder the
people of PNG feel the government has failed to deliver for them” said
the Shadow Treasurer.

Last week, I offered a truce with the Treasurer as to how we portray the
state of the PNG economy to the international community for APEC. He
has not had the good grace to contact me in the interests of PNG. I
want the best for the people of PNG, so my former offer stands. All I’ve
asked is for three simple pieces of factual information to be provided to
the people of PNG to assess how things are really going. We need to
be more honest in how we portray the economy. Of course the banks
and financiers are happy with the sovereign bond-they ultimately
benefit but it is a bad long-term deal for our people especially as better
alternatives were available. You can always get someone to pay if you
sell your assets at too low a price. The real measure of how things are
going comes from those that do not gain from our government’s
incompetence. We should listen more to the warnings from the World
Bank and IMF” said Mr Ling-Stuckey.
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The IMF’s latest forecasts for PNG are from the October Asia & Pacific
Small States Monitor
https://www.imf.org/~/media/Files/Countries/ResRep/pis-region/smallstates-monitor/100518.ashx?la=en

The World Bank’s latest forecasts for PNG are from the following
publication with the key table extracted below showing PNG’s 2018
growth rate estimated at minus 1.7%:
http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects

The following is an extract of data (accessed 9 October 2018) on PNG’s
20% fall in GNI per capita from 2014 to 2017

